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Intro to using the Gutenberg editor
for your WordPress blog posts 



Posting
When you're preparing to write a new blog post, you want to go to Posts-->Add
New-->and then select Classic editor.  This will take you to the composing
window for a new post

Thank you for allowing me to assist with your brands web presence! Since you're using
WordPress and there's some complexity until you get used to it, here is a guide to
assist with "how-to's" for you to reference as you launch your blogging journey



The first section you see is the "EnterTitle here" is where you will name your
blog post. The larger box where you see the formatting options will be where
you compose your actual post.  Toggle between the different Font formatting
(the drop down where you see Paragraph in the screen above) to make the text
and headings stand out. 
 
You can't change the font in here, your font is based on your theme, if there is a
capability to change the font it would be within the Theme Customizer.  
 
The "Add Media" button is where you would add pictures or videos to your
posts, remember when you go to "Add Media" It will insert the image or video
where your cursor is.  



Featured image - This is the image most themes use in displaying
your post on the blog, or in post sliders. So even if your post has
images in it, the post still needs to have a featured image so when it
posts to the blog, an image is displayed with the title and excerpt text.  

Categories and Tags - Also important in how your site visitors will be able to
search for stuff, this also plays a part in how your posts and site show up in
search results.  The categories and tags that you add are completely up to you
they just simply need to be relevant to the content and your blog 



YOU'RE ALMOST READY TO POST - 

 If you're ready to publish your post immediately then you just have to go to the
right and hit publish. If you're not, and let's say you're working on a few at a time
or a post that you don't to post just yet..You can hit the "edit" button next to
publish immediately and input a date and time to schedule the post.  Now once
you've done that still hit publish, it won't go live it will show as scheduled under
your lists of posts.


